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My themes encompass ideas of loss, memory, felicity, failure, ideals
and fantasies that stem on the whole from childhood and adolescence
where they have their root, but continue to haunt me in adulthood.

I can identify how my depicting of soldiers, for instance, stems from
that all-too-common boyhood pastime of playing war games; I would
conduct quasi-military movements with two friends across backfields,
complete in camouflaging attire. Growing up watching war films on a
Sunday afternoon in turn probably helped to fuel such activities. 
Indeed, I have always had a rather morbid obsession with the First
World War, which I still don’t quite understand, but I can remember
how this seemed to ingrain itself deeper after a profound experience on
a school history trip visiting old battlefields. 

However, the starting point for the current body of work was my chance
reading of local history, which led to the discovery of the role my
hometown played during the First World War. I grew up in an area 
between Dagenham and Romford in Essex (or the further reaches of
East London depending on your point of view). During the First World
War, Romford was still very much a rural location and played host to
the Artist Rifles. It was the site of a training encampment that I think
mainly trained officers, preparing them for the front. These officers-in-
the-making were educated men, who ‘worked’ within the arts. The
poets Edward Thomas and Wilfred Owen spent time here training,
poets I had long read and marked out as an influence. Similarly, the
artists Paul and John Nash spent time here; more influences on me. 

This was all an astonishing revelation. The idea that one hundred years
ago these huge figures in my world had, at a formative moment for
them, been located down the road from where I grew up. It blew me
away. The realisation began to tie in beautifully and conceptually to my
own thinking about the work I had been making. According to recent
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evidence there are some that think Edward Thomas may even have
written some poems whilst staying in Romford. I like to think he would
of walked along through fields, not too far and not too dissimilar from
the ones I used to play in, perhaps composing poems in his head. 

I have raked local archives for photographic documentation relating to
this period in history and the local area. And this did in fact yield quite a
bit of source material. At the same time I located a photo album in the
archive of the Imperial War Museum that seems to have belonged to one
of the soldiers who was posted here. This is a remarkable document;
both intimate and fascinating. Some of the images I found there were
digitally documented, and it is a combination of these plus other images
that I am appropriating as sources for much of the current body of work. 



I regard the work I make as dealing with the landscape of youth; and I
mean this both in its literal sense as well as in a psychological sense.
There is always an element of geographical accuracy, the ‘genus loci’
as it were. In other words, this is a real existing location where real
events took place. At times, however, I will edit things out – or perhaps
add something, or manipulate the light. Alongside this I am aware of a
self–mythologising taking place, while at the same time using
metaphor and symbolic meaning. Therefore, paradoxically there is an
inaccuracy due to the nature of memory and the idealising of child-
hood that can be a common one to all. I embrace this though as a sort
of ‘failure’, encouraged by others to do so. Ideals by their very nature
are destined to fail. This I believe gives rise to a kind of melancholy, a
particular kind of melancholy, perhaps an aesthetic one. 
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Vanellus vanellus, 2016 (detail)
graphite and black colouring pencil on paper, 40 x 50cm 



The natural environment looms large for me; trying to make the spiri-
tual concrete, as someone once said to me. So does the supernatural
or the uncanny. The initial combination of imagery within my work
might appear at first sight somewhat incongruous, or even irrational –
reactions that are both closely associated with supernatural, even 
visionary, events. It is hardly a coincidence that spiritualism saw a 
revival during and after the First World War. Needless to say, I am 
certainly not claiming any comparison here with the likes of other 
English visionary landscape writers and artists, but I would be lying if 
I said cockney visionaries – such as William Blake, John Keats, Samuel
Palmer and William Morris – were not a major influence on the way I
see or think. But it’s hard now to say what came first: them, or the
thoughts and ideas. 

Then, there is an element of role-play here, which in part took place in
the past but also now during the process of my making the work, and
even in the authorship. This is a play with fact and fiction. 



There are three categories to consider here: playing soldiers, bird
watching and sexual awakening. All took place in the same location,
the same backfields and alleyways I would escape to – either with
friends or alone. Hiding in the trees or long grass (stalking, secretive
behaviour), building dens (in which to prepare for battle, to decorate
with pornography), under age smoking, drugs; or just ambling and 
wandering in search of that allusive species of bird, never found. I now
see birds like metaphors for memories, forever flying away and then 
returning again.
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Unicorn, 2015 (detail)
graphite and black colouring pencil on paper, 40 x 50cm 



I have deliberately been drawing or referring to birds under threat or in
decline, species that were once common in my childhood. More 
recently I have been using paint to explore this in small panels that
show parts of the landscape where I used to bird watch. It is the 
absence of the birds represented in the images that I feel makes them
even more conspicuous. I feel this absence as such helps to mirror loss
– the loss of time and innocence, but also the national loss that took
place during the First World War.

So with the centenary of the First World War on my mind I wanted to
make a body of work concerning birds and soldiers and try to make 
relationships playfully and poetically within the history of place and my
own history. The link of soldering and bird watching comes very much
to life in the poetry written during this conflict where reference to birds
in the trenches was common. This was the first poetry I was ever 
exposed to, taught as part of the national curriculum when I was at
school. I also see parallels with bird watching and soldering in its 
military aspect, the camouflaging and stalking aspect of it, and its 
almost clandestine nature, the waiting, the stillness, the observing, the
‘moment’. I believe it was this sort of behaviour in earlier years that
helped to train my own eye for observational drawing, the attention to
detail, looking for the slightest small movement in a bush, seeking the
bird. For me this is an appropriate echo and helps, conceptually, to
pull things together.

There always seems to be a dualism happening in the work, an attempt
to approach something akin to transcendence whilst at the same time
focusing elsewhere on representing images of a mild transgression; a
reality but also a fantasy, or perhaps ‘the sacred versus the profane’. 
I saw this, and still at times see this in the place itself. For example,
the graffiti, the dog shit, the discarded pornography and litter caught
in the branches, the burnt out vehicles, the flashers and streakers, sits
alongside nature: the willows, the hawthorns in May, the wild flowers, 
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Toward the unknown region, 2015 (detail)
graphite and black colouring pencil on paper, 40 x 50cm 



the birds and insects, the light, the rural spirit that somehow remains
but is actually long gone. In fact, this area of Essex remained very
much rural until the end of the First World War, when the area under-
went the biggest social housing building project in Europe at the time.

Regarding sexual awakening, for better or for worse my exposure took
the form of pornography. The idea of finding a magazine in the fields,
or perhaps stealing one from the local newsagent was the cause of
great excitement amongst us. This was a sort of rite of passage, I 
suppose. These magazines were pored over with relish in the privacy of
a den. In hindsight this seems an appropriate place to explore ones
sexuality as a young adolescent away from the home environment and
the prying eyes of an older sister. And how innocent the act of self-
gratification surrounded by nature now seems, but at the same time
somehow profoundly seedy. The smell of dead conifer branches will
forever remain erotically charged for me since it was with these that we
constructed the roofs of the dens with to keep the rain out.

I see a direct link with this sexual innocence and the innocent kitsch
aesthetic found in the ‘sweetheart’ postcards or song cards sold during
the First World War. The strange way they almost eroticise warfare. It 
is the sense of longing, the sadness, the girls and soldiers pictured
with flowers in these that appeal to me. I had already been making
drawings of soft pornography, soldiers and the flora that grows in this
landscape long before I came across these postcards. This has kind of
given me licence to play with, in the sense that what at first seemed
random imagery drawn together referring to my own past, now finds an
already existing parallel in the form of these postcards and song cards.
The aesthetic of the Edwardian photographic vignette, itself a Victorian
hangover, has been used in some of the drawings not altogether 
consciously as I have used this method of isolating objects before in
my drawings. It does however seem fitting here.
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Passer domesticus (ll), 2015 (detail)
graphite and black colouring pencil on paper, 40 x 50cm 



One last thing, the titles to the work are an integral part of it. Like the
images themselves they may at first appear incongruous. In a way they 
are an extension of metaphor or a possible symbolic interpretation. 

There are song lyrics here taken from 90s rock bands, pieces of classical
music, religious/classical and secular references as well as scientific
names of birds and the vernacular language associated with recreational
drugs. It is hoped that all of this goes some way towards enriching 
possible narratives surrounding the work by lifting them out of their 
original context and placing them in a new unfamiliar setting.



So we have the girls, the birds, the soldiers and the landscape itself.
Of course there is also that colloquial if somewhat derogatory term 
referring to woman as ‘birds’ that I am also playing with here. So it is
important that alongside the pathos, the work can retain an element of
humour too, in the form of a self-mocking if you like. Embarrassment is
always present. The ability to laugh at oneself, the somewhat eccentric
behaviour, the excitement of spotting or hearing something you are or
are not supposed to; this elevating of such subject matter. I may even
worship these things. Absurd? Perhaps. To shy away from it seems a
betrayal though.
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Larksong

Fresh wildernesses!
Resurrected from the raw-broken concrete at the airfield’s edge.
Where, mounting from the coursing grasses, a lark’s
Fistful of blood and feathers flings
Its song into the teeth of the wind
Then drops back broken.

O bursting minstrel heart pounding
Amidst those thrashing grasses, yet but once more rise,
That ceaseless silver soaring and settling.

Yea, even to where the giant rocket-ship is standing
Balanced upon its own exhaust blast terrible,
O sing, ecstatic; unshaken by
That heart-shaking, cathartic roar.

Harry Fainlight, 1965 


